
         A family moves into a 1957 Better Homes and 
Gardens Idea Home that stands the test of time.

Like many buyers of older houses, Mila Goldman-
Moore and her husband, Waco Moore, appreciate the 
past. They just don’t live in it. And, thankfully, neither 
does their home. True, it’s more than five decades old. 
But this house, its design replicating a Better Homes and 
Gardens Idea Home, was focused on the future then. 
And it still is today.
     “It was like finding a time capsule of a house,” Waco 
says. In now-vintage magazine pages, the article touts 
revolutionary “smarter-living” elements that remain 
right on trend: a no-wasted-space floor plan, family-
friendly connections between living areas, and an 
indoor-outdoor flow that brings in natural light and 
helps the house live larger than its 2,100 square feet.
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     Shaded from the hot Texas sun by towering canopy 
oaks, the house was intentionally sited to capture 
breezes and sunlight when and where they’re needed. 
Inside, zones for active play—these days featuring 
the couple’s 5-year-old daughter, Jette, performing 
ballet moves or playing on her electric organ—are well 
separated from quieter areas for sleeping, reading, and 
working at home, as the couple often do. 
         Mila, an architect, finds it hard to believe that the 
house, with its “super-practical layout and comfortable 
scale,” was designed 50 years ago. “At the time this 
house was built, architecture was just starting to 
promote the idea of family time,” she says. “Lucky for 
us, it still does that perfectly.”

The recessed entry, shown 
in 1957, left, and today, 
creates a sense of entering 
the house even before 
arriving at the front door. 
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“Our house is more than a  
half-century old, yet is still 
modern. It just reinforces the 
lasting quality of good design.” 

mila Goldman-moore 
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To play up the open plan 
in the public rooms, the 
couple painted all the walls 
the same pale, almost-
white shade of gray.

Then in 1957, Better Homes and Gardens teamed with the 
acclaimed San Francisco-based architectural firm Wurster, 
Bernardi, and emmons to design the original idea Home. By 
focusing on how families lived, including their needs for hobby 
space and indoor-outdoor connections, the architects created a 
T-shape floor plan that separates active areas from quiet zones 
(see plan, page 86). The centered entry marks the transition 
from public to private space, and halls connect rooms within.

 

Now The couple didn’t alter the architecture in the living 
room, opposite. They painted the recessed fireplace a slate gray 
to draw attention to it and the vaulted ceiling. Because the 
couple doesn’t own a TV set, they spend most of their time 
playing games and hanging out with friends. The informal eating 
area (below left) that adjoins the kitchen sees lots of use—these 
days doubling as the family craft room where one wall features a 
rotation of Jette’s artwork. The couple is not yet sure how they 
might one day remodel the kitchen (above left), so for now, they 
use inexpensive freestanding cabinets that can be moved to the 
garage when the time comes. “There is zero demolition that’s 
required for any future construction project,” mila says. 



“We were determined to honor the architects’ original 
intent. There is almost no wasted space. The rooms are 
really sized well and flow into each other nicely.” Waco moore

Jette requested her 
bedroom, this page and 
opposite right, be painted 
pink, a color Mila says can 
be really strong. They  
settled on a striped 
accent wall and repeated 
the shades of pink on the 
back of the bookshelves. 

Then The architects planned the master bedroom to act 
as an apartment getaway for parents, with a spacious room, big 
windows, and a door to a private patio. The children’s rooms 
were meant to grow up with the kids, from tots to teens. 
Built-in alcoves take up minimal space (they’re about 3 feet 
wide) and function as a desk with bookshelves or a vanity 
with room for a mirror.

Now Previous owners had added crown molding in 
the master bedroom (above) and Victorian-style brass 
doorknobs there and throughout the house—features mila 
and Waco immediately stripped away. “We appreciated the 
simplicity and good design that were here originally,” mila 
says. That includes her favorite element in the couple’s 
room—access to the outdoors. She and Waco plan to build 
a sleeping porch there. in Jette’s room, the couple updated 
the alcove by installing more shelves for storage. “We are 
always trying to declutter,” mila says. “But we think Jette’s toys 
must secretly multiply while we’re sleeping.” 

The minor alterations speak to the enduring design. “This 
isn’t just another post-war tract house,” Waco says. “a lot of 
thought went into designing it, and it’s amazing how right it still 
is today.”
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1957: “It’s a blueprint for 
your future, a forecast of a 
way of living best suited to 
your family.” 

Better Homes and Gardens SePTemBer iSSue

2010: “We pretty much kept 
the notion of what the 
architects had in mind. This 
home really does fit our 
lifestyle, and as a result, it 
just feels good.”  

mila Goldman-moore 
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Then architects situated the kitchen to be the hub of the 
house so that it could serve the living, family, and dining rooms 
equally well. The centered entrance and hallways bridge the two 
wings of the house, which makes it easy to reach different areas 
without using rooms as passageways. 

 

Now The most significant change mila and Waco made to 
the original house plan was to knock out a partition between the 
master bathroom and adjacent dressing area. other than the 
bathrooms and kitchen, all rooms have access to the outdoors 
where there’s a covered terrace and private side yard, a key 
feature for the couple. “it’s not grand,” mila says. “it’s just a 
simple, handsome place that isn’t trying too hard.” 

For buying information see page 253.
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